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ABSTRACT
Addressing the ever growing capacity demand for packet
switches, current research focuses on scheduling algorithms
or buffer bandwidth reductions. Although these topics re-
main relevant, our position is that the primary design focus
for systems beyond 1 Tb/s must be shifted to aspects re-
sulting from packaging disruptions. Based on trends such
as increased link rates and improved CMOS technologies,
we derive new design factors for such switch fabrics. For
instance, we argue that the packet round-trip transmission
time within the fabric has become a major design parame-
ter. Furthermore, we observe that high-speed fabrics have
become extremely dependent on serial I/O technology that
is both high speed and high density. Finally, we conclude
that in developing the architecture, packaging constraints
must be put first and not as an afterthought, which also
applies to solving the tremendous power consumption chal-
lenges.

1. MOTIVATION
Most research on single-stage, electronic packet switches fo-
cuses primarily on high-level architectural issues such as
buffering and queuing strategies and scheduling algorithms,
but seldom considers all the physical issues that arise when
actually building the system, a tendency that has also been
noted in [1]. For instance, although many new packet-switch
architectures have been proposed in the past few years, the
majority of these architectural-level papers reduce memory
bandwidth by eliminating the N -fold speed-up required by
output queuing and instead optimizing the performance of
the centralized scheduling algorithm needed in such archi-
tectures. Although reducing memory bandwidth is an im-
portant issue, it is not sufficient in itself and may render the
resulting system economically infeasible. Good examples
are the recent proposals of combined input- and output-
queued (CIOQ) switches with limited speed-up, which re-
quire speed-up throughout the fabric (i.e., both input and
output speed-up), thus multiplying the bandwidth that must
be carried across the switch core, whereas the output speed-
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up implemented in an output-queued switch is purely inter-
nal to the switch core.

Designers of practical high-capacity packet switches face chal-
lenges on two levels: First, they must choose a design point
at the architectural level, in terms of buffering and queuing
strategies, scheduling algorithms, and flow-control methods.
For example, for the buffering strategy, the choice to be
made is between an input-, output-, or combined-queuing
structure. Second, they must consider the physical level, i.e.,
the implementation of the architecture at the system as well
as the chip level, in terms of partitioning over racks, cards,
chips, and the design of the individual chips comprising the
system. Switch designers have little freedom with respect to
system packaging issues. On the one hand the technology
imposes constraints, on the other hand customers impose
their specific requirements, in addition to more general ones
such as NEBS (Network Equipment Building System) com-
pliance [2, 3]. NEBS comprises a set of stringent physical
(e.g., space planning, temperature, humidity, etc.) and elec-
trical (e.g., EMI, power fault, bonding and grounding, etc.)
requirements, originally developed for telephony equipment.
Nowadays, NEBS compliance is a prerequisite for network-
ing and computing equipment in general to ensure reliable
operation (also under adverse conditions), safety, compati-
bility, and freedom of interference.

The designer must decide how to distribute functionality
over chips, taking into account current technology limita-
tions. At every level, the designer is constrained by re-
quirements and technological feasibility, and has to opti-
mize overall system cost and power. We argue that the new
constraints arising from packaging and power invalidate the
traditional design approach. Rather than finding a suitable
packaging for the architecture, we are forced to find a suit-
able architecture for the packaging.

Although a multi-Tb/s switch is not (yet) a commodity, for
cost reasons we assume the use of “commodity” technol-
ogy and components in our study, i.e., CMOS technology,
standard-cell design (no full custom), commodity chip pack-
aging (< 1000 pins per chip), commercially available con-
nectors, and standard system packaging (e.g., NEBS com-
pliance). We also assume that packet-level QoS and routing
are required.

In Sec. 2 we discuss the major trends in switch design in
a trend/cause/effect format. Section 3 gives a system-level



description, introducing some basic assumptions about sys-
tem structure. In Sec. 4 we discuss the major consequences
on switch design in general that result from the trends ob-
served, whereas in Sec. 5 we discuss a number of specific
implications for two popular architectures. Finally, we draw
our conclusions in Sec. 6. The main purpose of this paper
is to draw attention to the issues discussed, rather than to
provide solutions.

2. TRENDS
Trend 1. The aggregate throughput will grow by increas-

ing the number of ports rather than port speed.

Cause 1. Although transmission line rates have increased
rapidly over the past years [OC-3 (155 Mb/s) to OC-192 (10
Gb/s) and OC-768 (40 Gb/s)] and will most likely continue
to do so, it appears that the granularity at the switch level
will be OC-192 for the coming years [4]. First, the existing
installed base of OC-192 line cards must still be supported.
Second, dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM)
vastly increases the number of channels available on a single
fiber, but not the speed of a single channel. At the switch,
this translates into more ports at the same speed. Also,
on the electrical side the SRAM clock cycle poses a limit
in combination with the minimum packet size; the limit is
reached when the line rate times the clock cycle exceeds the
minimum packet size. This limit can only be overcome by
enlarging the minimum packet size, which requires packet
aggregation techniques. Right now, a cycle of 2 ns is feasi-
ble, which, given a minimum packet size of 64 B, yields a
maximum line rate of 256 Gb/s, which is just one genera-
tion away (OC-3072 = 160 Gb/s).1 Finally, it is becoming
increasingly difficult and costly to perform line-speed pro-
cessing in the network processors (NP) at these rates.

Contrary to wavelength density, port density in terms of
ports per line card is not increasing, for two reasons. First,
availability requires that single points of failure be avoided
as much as possible. Putting multiple NPs and adapters
on one line card would cause service interruption for several
ports if one component on the card fails. Second, the in-
crease in density offered by CMOS technology is invested in
increased functionality, such as level-4 routing, firewalling,
MPLS, and DiffServ, rather than increasing speed, or reduc-
ing size or power.

Effect 1. The increase in port count at constant port speed
translates directly into an increase in physical line-card space.
On the other hand, compliance with NEBS equipment re-
quirements for the physical form of the system imposes strict
limitations on the number of cards that fit into a rack. Com-
bined with the above trend, it quickly becomes clear that the
switch fabric can no longer be built in a compact, single-
rack fashion, and that a multi-rack solution is necessary. In
a single-rack system, all fabric-internal communication only
crosses the backplane, but once the system becomes multi-
rack, line cards and switch core become separated by a much

1Fabric-internal line-rate escalation (speed-up) is required
to compensate for header and segmentation overhead. We
assume a typical speed-up of 60%.

greater physical distance, with (long) cables2 interconnect-
ing the racks, implying that the rack’s backplane is replaced
by cables. Rack-spacing requirements and other spatial lim-
itations (adapter racks might even be in other rooms than
the switch core rack) determine how far apart the racks have
to be—this can easily be tens of meters.

Trend 2. With each new switch generation a higher pro-
portion of the switch chip power is used to transport signals
across chip boundaries.

Cause 2. The number of chip pins grows by 5 to 10% with
each CMOS generation, whereas density doubles. Rent’s
rule [5] states that the number of pins, Np, and number of
logic gates, Ng, form a relationship of the form Np = KpNβ

g ,
where Kp is a constant and β < 1. Therefore, higher per-
pin signal rates are needed to scale aggregate bandwidth
proportionally, which in turn implies more complex analog
macros requiring increased power. Table 1 shows numbers
for three generations of a typical switch chip.

Effect 2. Switch chips become increasingly I/O- and power-
constrained. At the system level currently more than 50%
of the power is spent in transporting rather than switching
data.

Table 1: Single-chip I/O Power Consumption Pro-
portion

Switch size 16×16 16×16 32×32
Throughput (Gb/s) 6 32 64
Total power (W) 6 12 25
I/O power (W) 1 4 12
I/O power (%) 16 33 50

Trend 3. The growth in CMOS integration density far
outpaces the growth in electrical interconnect bandwidth
density.

Cause 3. The bandwidth growth over chip pins as well
as card edge is a few percent per year, compared with the
doubling of CMOS technology density every 18 months. The
card-edge limitations impose even tighter constraints than
the chip-pin limit in the area of switching.

Effect 3. The maximum switch throughput that can be
implemented on a single switch card in a multi-rack sys-
tem is limited by card connector technology rather than by
CMOS density. Given a target system capacity, this limit
immediately imposes a lower limit on the number of cards
required. Connecting across 5 m of cable plus about 50 cm of
FR4 board circuit trace limits the bit rate to 2.5–3.125 Gb/s.
Combined with the latest connector technology, this yields
a density of about 120 Gb/s/in. With reasonable card sizes

2By cable we mean electrical and/or optical interconnects
spanning a few to tens of meters.
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Figure 1: System level architecture.

(≤ 50 cm card edge) this results in a maximum card through-
put of about 1 Tb/s (bidirectional), although CMOS tech-
nology would allow us to build higher throughput on a sin-
gle card. Consequently, larger fabrics (i.e., multi-Tb/s) have
to be split over multiple cards. Optical interconnect tech-
nology does not yet provide any improvement here (more
space, power, and cost, but not faster), although it may
be needed to cover longer distances. To satisfy availability
requirements (typically 99.999% uptime is a must, which
translates into about 5 min downtime per year), the switch
must be implemented with a sufficient degree of redundancy.
As the element of redundancy is a card, a small, single-card
switch can economically achieve 1+1 redundancy, whereas
fabrics larger than 1 Tb/s preferably should employ N+1
redundancy.

Trend 4. The required throughput/power density in terms
of Gb/s per Watt per physical volume is increasing.

Cause 4. From one generation to the next, the market ex-
pects increased performance at constant or less power con-
sumption. This also applies to performance per physical
volume. One of the reasons is that high-end routers are of-
ten packaged as telecom racks, which are subject to a fixed
power-consumption limit per rack (typically 2 kW/shelf),
and must also be NEBS compliant.

Effect 4. The throughput/power density of all system com-
ponents must be scaled up in proportion to the increase in
aggregate bandwidth.

Trend 5. The minimum packet duration has shrunk sig-
nificantly.

Cause 5. Whether traffic is ATM, IP, or SAN, the min-
imum packet size is still in the range of 32 to 64 B. The

line rate has evolved exponentially to OC-192 currently, and
to OC-768 in the near future. Accordingly, the transmis-
sion duration of the minimum-sized packet has shrunk from
micro- to nanoseconds.

Effect 5. On a given length of cable or backplane trace,
more packets are in flight.

Trend 6. Moore’s law paradox in the latest CMOS gen-
erations.

Cause 6. Although Moore’s law doubles performance ev-
ery 18–24 months at constant cost, this performance is mostly
due to increased density rather than increased clock speeds.
From one CMOS generation to the next, taking global wiring
into account, switch-chip clock speeds can be increased by
only 5–10%.

Effect 6. To exploit Moore’s law, more parallelism is re-
quired, typically at constant clock speeds. In turn, this re-
sults in more levels of pipelining in the control path and a
higher degree of parallelism in the data path. Similarly, on-
chip memory speed does not increase, and memory busses
become wider in each new generation.

3. SYSTEM-LEVEL ASSUMPTIONS
To be able to make some more concrete statements, we need
to make a few assumptions at the architectural level, see
Fig. 1. First, most practical switch systems consist of three
components: the ingress line cards, the switch core (routing
fabric), and the egress line cards. Typically, the ingress and
egress line cards of the same port are implemented together
on the same card. The ingress line card comprises a network
processor that communicates through a switch-core inter-
face (e.g., SPI-x, CSIX [6]) with an adapter chip that per-



forms the translation to the native packet format. Both net-
work processor and adapter chip contain buffers. Buffers on
the egress side are necessary to accommodate downstream
blocking and the speed difference between internal and ex-
ternal link rates. These differ to account for the segmen-
tation and header overhead incurred by the switch-internal
packet format, which typically does not map directly to the
external packet format (e.g., conversion from variable-length
TCP/IP packets to short, fixed-length packets). The switch
core performs the actual switching function—this can be any
type of switch, e.g. a crossbar, a buffered crossbar, a shared-
memory switch, etc. We assume that the routing fabric is
single-stage and that it contains no further input buffers (all
input buffering is performed on the line cards).

To ensure that the switch fabric is internally lossless, flow-
control protocols are required between any two stages that
contain (limited) buffers. The round-trip time (RTT), as
illustrated in Fig. 1, is the sum of the latencies of the forward
(data) and the reverse (flow control) path, usually expressed
in terms of the packet duration. The RTTs at the ingress
(iRTT) and egress (eRTT) sides of the switch core may be
different. With a buffered switch core, iRTT and eRTT
can be decoupled, whereas with a bufferless core they are
combined.

4. CONSEQUENCES
We discuss the main consequences that have emerged from
the trends observed in Sec. 2. These are typically the result
of a combination of several trends.

4.1 Physical system size
Trends 1, 3, and 6 culminate in the following consequence:

Consequence I. Switch fabrics beyond 1 Tb/s aggregate
throughput experience a disruption. Single-rack packaging
is no longer possible, implying larger systems, cables replac-
ing backplanes, and more transmission power.

This entails significant physical system-packaging issues, see
Sec. 4.3, but also immediately gives rise to Consequence II:

Consequence II. Switches have become critically depen-
dent on serial I/O technology that is both high-speed and
high-density and can cross backplanes and cables. These
links must be available in the ASIC technology library used
by the switching chips and must be very low power because
of Trend 4. Owing to transmission line effects combined
with power limitations, the I/O technology has not kept
pace with the line rates. Therefore, the number of links
required to implement a given system capacity has grown
substantially. As a result, cabling accounts for a significant
part of the total system cost.

4.2 Increased RTT
The physical distance implied by Consequence I combined
with the shrinking packet duration due to Trend 5 immedi-
ately leads us to Consequence III:

Consequence III. The switch-fabric-internal RTT has sig-
nificantly increased in terms of the minimum packet dura-
tion.

A large RTT only used to be an issue from node to node,
but it has now become important also within the switch fab-
ric. Table 2 lists RTT values for four switch-fabric genera-
tions (from OC-12 to OC-768), assuming a minimum packet
length of 64 B. The RTT is expressed in packet duration,
and includes the contribution of both the time of flight (over
either backplane or cable) and the pipeline logic and serial-
ization/deserialization (serdes) delay. Note that the latter
contribution is at least as important as the former.3

Table 2: RTT Expressed in Packet Duration
Switch generation

Line rate OC-12 OC-48 OC-192 OC-768
1 m, 1 m, 6 m, 15 m,

Conn. dist
backpl. backpl. cable cable

Pkt. dur. 512 ns 128 ns 32 ns 8 ns
RTT � 1 ∼ 1 16 64

The increased RTT results in more packets in flight, and,
independently of the switch architecture chosen, this needs
to be accounted for with buffers in the system to ensure that
the system is both work-conserving and lossless. In general,
the amount of buffering required to ensure both losslessness
and work-conservingness must be scaled proportionally to
the RTT. However, because of Trend 6 we cannot simply
add buffers at leisure. Moreover, the flow-control mecha-
nism selected has a large impact on buffer sizes. As a result,
RTT has become a major design parameter for switch ar-
chitectures.

4.3 Packaging impacts
A decade ago, we could simply build switch chips with the
maximum density permitted by CMOS, and a suitable pack-
aging could always be found. Consequences IV and V ex-
press the different approach that is required nowadays:

Consequence IV. Now, because of Trend 3, the physical
packaging of the systems must be established first, and the
switch architecture must be designed to fit these constraints.
Owing to Trend 1, long cables are now needed, but because
of Trends 2 and 4, adding external cable drivers at leisure is
not desirable, for power and cost reasons.

Consequence V. Because of Trend 4, the objective must
be to avoid intermediate drivers and drive cables directly
from the switch chip.

Packaging examples
Figure 2 shows packaging for a generic 4 Tb/s system, us-
ing two racks each with two shelves of 18 cards, with cables
connecting the racks. In general, to prevent link blocking,
the bandwidth between two racks must equal the maximum
bandwidth that can be sourced and sunk by all the line cards

3For short and medium range cables.



Figure 2: Generic 4 Tb/s system packaging (1.6x
speed-up), fitting 64 OC-768 line cards and eight 512
Gb/s switch cards into two racks with two shelves
per rack and 18 slots per shelf.

Figure 3: Generic 8 Tb/s system packaging (1.6x
speed-up), fitting 128 OC-768 line cards and 16 512
Gb/s switch cards into four racks with two shelves
per rack and 18 slots per shelf.

together in one rack, in this case 36 × OC-768 bidirectional.
Figure 3 shows an 8 Tb/s system packaged in a similar fash-
ion in four racks. The dotted line shows the path taken by
a packet from line card A to line card B.

4.4 Other considerations
The above consequences reflect new requirements for the de-
sign of switch fabrics, but most existing requirements also
still apply, such as in-order delivery, multicast, losslessness,
availability, and the ability to perform nondisruptive repair
actions. Of great importance is also the ability to follow an
evolutionary migration path that allows as much of the ex-
isting investment as possible to be preserved, which requires
backward compatibility and the flexibility in the switch core
to support both lower and higher line rates.

A robust switch fabric must support any mix of traffic types,
which imposes the worst-case requirements of each individ-
ual type of traffic simultaneously. Moreover, QoS must be
provided for any given number of traffic classes (with widely
varying characteristics). First, this has significant implica-
tions on buffer dimensioning, and second, as a result of Con-

sequence III, this poses new challenges for intra-fabric flow
control. Existing work in the area of link-level flow control,
e.g. [7, 8], can most likely be adapted for this purpose.

5. DISCUSSION
The consequences discussed in Sec. 4 have a number of
important architectural implications for practical packet-
switch designs. Here, we will point out some of these for
multi-Tb/s implementations of two popular architectures,
namely, the input-queued architecture with virtual output
queuing (VOQ), e.g. [9], and no speed-up, and the combined-
input-and-output-queued (CIOQ) architecture with limited
(2 to 4 times) speed-up, e.g. [10]–[12], both with centralized
scheduling. We do not aim for completeness in the coverage
of either all currently popular architectures or of all the im-
plications for each architecture, but want to point out the
more salient issues that need to be addressed.

5.1 Input-queued (VOQ) with centralized ar-
bitration

In a purely input-queued architecture with VOQ a cen-
tralized arbitration unit (scheduler) is required. The ar-
chitecture consists of three basic parts, which can straight-
forwardly be mapped to the generic architecture shown in
Fig. 1: the input line cards containing the VOQs, the rout-
ing fabric (usually a crossbar or parallel crossbars), and the
scheduler. We assume that the switch core comprises both
the routing fabric and the scheduler. Consequence I implies
that multiple racks are required; therefore, at least some,
possibly all, of the line cards are at a significant distance
from the switch core. The RTT resulting from this distance
has some interesting implications. There are two basic ap-
proaches to address this issue:

First, the VOQs can be brought as close as possible to the
core, either on the same card as the scheduler or on other
cards in the same rack. Both options suffer from two draw-
backs: First, N extra chips with VOQ, buffering, routing
lookup, and flow control are required, thus inefficiently du-
plicating functionality already implemented in the adapters
on the line cards, and, second, Consequence V is violated be-
cause the extra chips add to the overall power consumption.
Moreover, the first option is clearly not practical except for
very small systems because of the space, power, and band-
width limitations of the card, whereas the second option is
very costly because many extra cards (and possibly extra
racks) are required.

In the second approach, the VOQs and their associated
buffers remain on the line cards, and the scheduler main-
tains VOQ state information for all N2 VOQs in the sys-
tem. The VOQs do not send requests to the scheduler, but
rather communicate the arrivals (encoded as a tuple con-
sisting of packet source, destination, and traffic class).4 The
scheduler performs the bookkeeping, computes the match-
ings based on its local image of the VOQ state information,
and sends the corresponding grants.

However, the scheduler is not aware of the arrivals in the last
RTT/2 packet cycles, and is therefore likely to compute a

4Such an incremental state-update scheme raises the issue
of error robustness.



sub-optimal matching, even if the actual matching algorithm
is optimal. The impact of the RTT on performance in such a
system under various types of traffic requires further study.

Furthermore, in an architecture with a centralized scheduler,
communication with all line cards must be tightly coupled
because every matching is one-to-one and the core is buffer-
less, i.e., the request-grant-accept process must be synchro-
nized on a system-wide level. This implies that the RTT be-
tween card and switch core must be equal for all line cards.
This can be achieved either by using equally long cables or
by compensating for cable-length differences by means of
delay lines, where all links must be matched to the longest
cable.

This architecture also suffers from increased latency because
packets at the ingress cannot proceed before the request-
grant-accept process has been completed. As a result, even
packets arriving at an empty input without any contention
for their destination have to wait for at least one RTT until
the grant arrives.

5.2 CIOQ with limited speed-up
CIOQ architectures with a limited speed-up typically com-
prise VOQs at the ingress, a bufferless switch core with a
centralized scheduler, and output queues at the egress. The
switch core runs at a speed-up S times faster than the ex-
ternal line rate, where S is typically between 2 and 4.

The main implication for this type of architecture is that the
chip and card bandwidth bottleneck problem is exacerbated
by a factor of S because the entire core, including the inter-
nal links to the line cards, must be run S times faster (see
Fig. 1). Given Consequences II and V this is prohibitively
expensive in both hardware (TX/RX macros and cables)
and power. Roughly speaking, beyond 1 Tb/s the physical
size of the core must grow by a factor of S to accommodate
the additional bandwidth.

A possible solution is integrate the VOQs (ingress side)
and/or the output queues (egress side) and the switch core,
but again this is only feasible for small systems because of
space and power limitations.

This architecture also suffers from a possible performance
penalty because of the RTT between scheduler and line
cards, and faces the same system-wide synchronization chal-
lenge as mentioned in Sec. 5.1.

Finally, the introduction of a significant RTT has implica-
tions for the egress buffer sizing. Even if there is no internal
speed-up (as in Sec. 5.1), egress buffers usually are still nec-
essary to accommodate packets when the downstream links
are blocked (e.g., because of congestion in the downstream
node). However, if the downstream link is 100% available,
any input should be allowed to utilize this bandwidth fully,
without the possibility of packets being lost, i.e., under com-
pletely unbalanced traffic both work-conservation and loss-
lessness must be ensured. The egress buffer size per output
must be scaled proportionally to RTT, speed-up, and num-
ber of traffic classes to satisfy these requirements.

6. CONCLUSION
The traditional approach to switch design puts the high-
level architecture first and optimizes for performance at this
level. The resulting architecture is then mapped to a phys-
ical packaging. Although this approach has worked well so
far, we have identified a number of trends that, when com-
bined, present a severe disruption at about 1 Tb/s. Be-
yond that throughput, switch fabrics must be distributed,
which introduces a critical dependency on link technology
and causes the round-trip time to become an intra-switch
issue. However, most importantly, we argue that the switch
architecture must be developed starting from the packaging
and power requirements, to which the desired architecture
must then be suited, instead of the other way around.
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